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Abstract
Squamous cell carcinoma is the most common tumor in the hand, with actinic keratosis being its
precursor lesion. It is a common tumor in light-skinned individuals with a history of excessive
sun exposure and advanced age. It presents a wide variety of clinical forms, which can generate
diagnostic doubt. The combination of clinical and pathological evaluations, together with detailed
anamnesis, is the best way to achieve at the final diagnosis. The gold standard treatment for these
tumors is surgical excision of the lesion with adequate safety margins; in some cases adjuvant
radiotherapy is an excellent option. In this paper, we review the subject addressed and report the
case of a patient with giant squamous cell carcinoma in one hand, with eight months of evolution,
treated by surgical excision and adjuvant radiotherapy; the treatment was successful and preserved
the motor function of the patient's hand.
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Approximately 10% to 15% of non-melanoma skin tumors occur on the hand, and the most
common of these is the squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) [1]. Actinic keratosis is the precursor lesion
of most SCCs, and its presence is an increased risk for skin cancer [2,3] Ultraviolet (UV) solar
radiation is the primary risk factor for the development of SCC [2,4]. Clinically, SCC may have a
wide variety of presentations with varying degrees of hyperkeratosis [1,2]. Early recognition of these
tumors, with rapid surgical intervention, is essential for a good prognosis [3] and for preserving the
functionality of the hand [5].
In this paper, in addition to a quick update/review of the subject addressed, we describe
an illustrative case of a patient with extensive squamous cell carcinoma and deep invasion of
musculature in the back of one hand, with eight months of evolution, submitted to treatment with
excision and adjuvant postoperative radiotherapy.

Case Presentation
A 69-year-old white male patient, a newspaper delivery man, came to the plastic surgery
outpatient clinic with a complaint of "wound" on the back of his left hand for eight months, with
rapid growth and with intense local pain limiting movements. Incisional biopsy, performed 6
months before, showed a non-neoplastic lesion and non-specific inflammatory signs. He had an
extensive and ulcerated tumor lesion on the left hand, approximately 11 cm in diameter, adhered to
deep planes (Figure 1), with hyperkeratosis and seropurulent secretion of strong odor, with intense
palpation pain. There was no presence of lymph node enlargement in the left axillary region. The
primary clinical diagnostic hypothesis was squamous cell carcinoma.
Surgical removal of the lesion (Figure 2) was performed with lateral safety margins of 1.0
cm. During excision, tumoral invasion of the superficial muscular fascia and the interosseous
musculature was observed at the height of the third metacarpal (Figure 3). Non-removal of the
interosseous muscles and closure of the blistering area on the left hand dorsol, with autologous total
skin graft (Figure 4) removed from the left inguinal region were used. The surgical specimen was sent
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Figure 1: Extensive and ulcerated tumor lesion of left hand dorsum.

Figure 5: Photomicrography. Hematoxylin-eosin staining. Increased 100 X.
Squamous cell carcinoma, showing atypical squamous epithelial cells with
pleomorphic nuclei, prominent nucleoli and mitotic figures.

Figure 2: Tumor lesion (anatomical specimen) removed from the left hand
dorsum, approximately 11.0 cm in diameter.

Figure 6: Partial loss (15%) of total skin graft on left hand dorsum 15 days
after surgery.

6).
The patient was referred for radiotherapy after surgery, and five
weekly sessions of treatment were performed for four weeks. After
radiotherapy, there was complete remission of the lesion, and the
patient had complete disappearance of pain symptoms, maintaining
satisfactory left hand motor function.

Figure 3: Resection area of tumor lesion in left hand dorsum, with clear
musculature involvement on 3rd metacarpal.

Patient follow-up was not possible, as he died of gastric bleeding
from a peptic ulcer one month after the end of radiotherapy.

Discussion
More than 2 million cases of skin cancer are diagnosed each year
in the United States [3]. In Brazil, non-melanoma skin cancer is the
most frequent, accounting for 30% of all malignancies registered in
the country [6]. Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC) is the second most
common non-melanoma type of skin cancer, and in some studies its
incidence is close to that of Basal Cell Carcinoma (BCC) [7].
SCC is the most common tumor in the hand, ranging from 58% to
90% of cancers at this location. From 11% to 16% of SCCs occur in the
hands, and two-thirds of these tumors arise on the back of the hands
[1]. SCC may have different clinical presentations, varying the degree
of tumor differentiation from small erythematous plaques or nodules
to “sizable fungating” and necrotic masses [1]; SCC are endured
lesions with potential ulceration and may show spontaneous bleeding
[3]. Histopathological subtypes of SCCs with poor prognosis include
desmoplastic squamous cell carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma of
adenosquamous cells and squamous cell carcinoma associated with
ulceration/healing [7].

Figure 4: Closure of bloody area in left hand dorsum after resection of tumor
lesion.

for histopathological analysis, which confirmed a well differentiated
SCC (Figure 5), with tumor invasion compromising the deep margins
of surgical resection (interosseous musculature).
After 15 days of surgery, the integration of the skin graft into the
recipient bed was almost complete, with a small loss (about 15% of
the total graft extension) in the area of residual tumor lesion (Figure
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The risk factors for developing SCC are exposure to ultraviolet
radiation (solar), areas of chronic inflammation, non-healing ulcers
and/or wounds, fair skin (Fitzpatrick phototypes I and II), advanced
age, vacations and/or (low latitudes) [8]. Less common factors for
the occurrence of these tumors include exposure to arsenic and poly
aromatic hydrocarbons [1,3,9] as well as immuno suppression [10].

practitioners [15]. The diagnostic accuracy is closely related to the
physician's clinical experience to identify such lesions, and specialized
referral centers have superior accuracy [16].
Incisional biopsy provides diagnostic information that may aid in
the definition of surgical management in relation to non-melanoma
skin cancers (BCC and SCC) [17]. There may be disparity between
histological results of incisional and excisional biopsies [17]. Surgical
variables, tumor evolution, and analysis by the pathologist could
explain the variations in histological analysis [17]. Swetter et al. in
2003, proposed that, during the growth phases, tumor cell "nests"
could be masked by inflammatory infiltrates [18]. The factors of
the sample, such as intensity of the staining or the thickness of the
histological cut, may also affect the accuracy of the diagnosis by the
pathologist [19].

UV (solar) radiation is the primary risk factor for photo
carcinogenesis, as well as causing photo aging [4] Most SCCs grow
from Actinic Keratosis (AK), considered a precursor/pre-malignant
lesion [3,11] Almost all of the AKs are found on the backs of the hands
and upper limbs. These precursor lesions are markers of increased
risk for skin cancer and indicate a history of intense exposure to UV
radiation. The rate of progression from AK to SCC ranges from 6%
to 10% [3].

In a typical setting, the lesion is clinically diagnosed as atypical
enough to justify the biopsy, and referred to the pathologist who will
give the "gold standard" diagnosis that will guide the behavior. In this
sequence, several things can go wrong: the patient may not seek care
while the lesion is curable, the physician to whom the patient initially
resorts may fail to recognize the lesion as potentially malignant, the
pathologist may misdiagnose the lesion, and the surgeon may act
wrongly to the pathologist's report [20].

The recognition of these precursor lesions (AKs) and the prompt
and adequate treatment of the disease is of paramount importance,
preventing the evolution of the disease from increasing morbidity
and mortality [1]. Initially, to determine if a suspected lesion may be
a malignant tumor, it is necessary to harvest the detailed history of
the injury, including its duration, size and color changes, and other
symptoms such as itching and pain. The history of prior and familial
skin cancer, sun exposure, benign skin lesions, and areas of chronic
inflammation should also be documented [1]. Although SCCs are
suspected and/or identified by anamnesis and physical examination
and by the clinical course of the lesions, the definitive diagnosis is
only obtained after a thorough anatomopathological examination
[12].

Communication among specialties is essential. Clinical
information such as size, age, evolution and reason for excision of
the lesion are relevant so that the pathologist can make an accurate
diagnosis [21,22].
The treatment of choice for SCC is surgical excision of the lesion
with safety margins, both for low and high-risk lesions [3,23]. SCCs
are said to be high-risk if they have rapid growth (more than 2 cm at
presentation), if the biopsy shows invasion equal to or greater than
2 mm deep or the Clark level is at least 4, if they are located in areas
with hairs, if there is evidence of perineural invasion in the biopsy,
and/or if there is little histological differentiation [3]. For low-risk
SCCs, the recommended margin for excision should be at least 4 mm;
for high-risk SCCs the recommended margin is at least 6 mm [3].
Although malignancy is limited to skin, excision should be done to
subcutaneous fat [3].

In 1921, Broders developed a histological classification system
for SCC (grades 1 to 4), based on the proportion of histologically
differentiated cells versus undifferentiated cells [13]. Grade 1
represents a lesion in which 75% of the cells are well differentiated,
grade 2 has 50% well differentiated cells, grade 3 has 25% to 50% well
differentiated cells, and grade 4 is less than 25 % of well-differentiated
cells [13]. In practice, many pathologists use the well-differentiated
phrase to indicate that almost all cells are well differentiated, moderate
differentiation to indicate areas with no clear keratinization, corneal
pearls, and other classic features of SCC, and few differentiations
indicates that a keratinocyte lineage is difficult to determine [7]. The
presence of poor differentiation indicates a worse prognosis, with a
risk of recurrence greater than triple (7% vs. 2%) and approximately
twice as many metastatic risks (7 % vs. 3%) than well-differentiated
SCCs [14].
The latest American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging
system, eight edition (AJCC-8), published in October 2016, uses
tumor diameter ≥ 2 cm as the distinguishing factor between T1 and
T2 tumors. High-risk staging of AJCC-8, which results in a staging
above (T3), includes tumor diameter ≥ 4 cm, minor bone erosion,
invasion of nerves of 0.1 mm caliber or of nerves in subcutis, or even
deep invasion (≥ 6 mm or below subcutaneous fat). T4 is reserved for
increased bone involvement or invasion of the skull base [7]. SCCs
that are AJCC-8 stage T2 or higher are likely to be at high risk with
unfavorable clinical outcomes and may warrant further investigation
and treatment [7].

A tumor with a diameter greater than 2 cm doubles the risk of
recurrence of SCC and triples the risk of metastases when compared to
another tumor smaller than 2 cm [10]. The risk factor most associated
with recurrence and metastasis is tumor depth; tumors of thickness of
Breslow >2 mm have a 10-fold increased risk of local recurrence, and
tumors that extend beyond subcutaneous fat (in deeper layers such
as fascia, muscle, perichondrium and periosteum) have an 11-fold
increased risk of metastasis compared with more superficial tumors
[24]. SCC depth is sometimes described by tissue plane rather than
millimeters. In anatomical terms, extension beyond subcutaneous
fat is associated with high rates of recurrence (28%) and nodal
metastasis (27%) [25]. Perineural invasion of large caliber nerves
(nerve measuring ≥ 0.1 mm) is associated with nodal metastases and
tumor-specific mortality [26-28]. Tumors with perineural invasion
have significant local recurrence and high metastatic risks (47% and
35%, respectively), even after extensive excision [29].

The diagnostic hypotheses made by plastic surgeons and
dermatologists tend to be more diagnostic accurate compared to an
atomopathological examination when compared to the hypotheses
formulated by ophthalmologists, general surgeons and general

Radiotherapy is reserved for the occurrence of SCCs in older
patients and for those patients who do not tolerate surgery, or when it
was not possible to obtain clearly adequate surgical margins. Adjuvant
radiotherapy is commonly performed after surgical treatment in very
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extensive or invasive tumors [2].
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Many patients with SCC have an excellent prognosis after surgical
excision [11]. The rate of healing after excision is around 92% [3]. The
recurrence rate for primary tumors on the hand ranges from 5% to
19% [3]. The rate of metastases for SCC in the hand is high, ranging
from 6% to 28% [1]. Although most of these tumors are diagnosed
early in life (I and II stages), they account for the majority of deaths
from non- melanoma skin cancers [11].
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Surgical procedures to treat invasive skin cancer on the hand are
often complex and limited [5]. Although the excision of a single tumor
in the hand should not present difficulties, reconstruction of multiple
skin defects represents a challenge due to lack of reserve tissue in
this anatomical region [5]. Local reconstruction techniques include
the use of grafts and flaps [5]. Successful grafting requires adequate
blood flow to the recipient site, immobilization of the skin graft, and
prevention of fluid collection formation under the graft [30].
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Many experts believe that 80% of skin cancers can be prevented
by measures to protect against exposure to solar radiation, such as
limiting exposure during certain hours of the day (10:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m.), wearing clothing that covers most of the body, wear hats to
protect the neck, wear sunglasses, apply sunscreen, drink plenty
of water, and examine the skin regularly [31]. The regular use of a
broad-spectrum sunscreen is effective in preventing UV-induced
DNA damage, but irregular or inappropriate use of sunscreen during
exposure to UV radiation results in DNA damage that can lead to
mutation and subsequent development of skin cancer [4].
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The nomenclature adopted in this article - extensive/giant
squamous cell carcinoma - is based on a case report on a variation
of SCC (Epithelioma Cuniculatum) in the left hand dorsum, where it
was suggested that the word "giant" be the most descriptive term with
no specific anatomical or histological relationship, and only considers
the size of the lesion and the functional impairment of the patient's
hand [32].
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Early diagnosis and surgical treatment of squamous cell
carcinoma are fundamental when this type of tumor occurs in any
anatomical location, but they are even more important when this type
of tumor occurs in the hand, due to the importance of the hands in
performing the motor activities daily. Radiotherapy is an excellent
adjunct treatment option for cases of extensive and invasive tumor
lesions in order to preserve motor function.
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